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Abstract
If R is the homogeneous coordinate ring of a reduced 0-dimensional subscheme of Pn, we study
the module of Kahler dierentials 
1R=K . Explicit presentations of it and its torsion submodule
are used to describe the module structure. From this we derive many properties of the Hilbert
function of 
1R=K . Finally, this function is computed in a number of special cases, in particular
for reduced 0-dimensional almost complete intersections. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
MSC: Primary 13N05; secondary 14F10, 13D40
0. Introduction
Given a set of points XPn with homogeneous vanishing ideal IXA=K[X0; : : : ;
Xn] and homogeneous coordinate ring R=A=IX, one oftentimes considers the Hilbert
function HX(i)= dimK (Ri) or the graded Betti numbers of the A-module R. Many geo-
metric properties of the embedding XPn are encoded in those invariants, or in similar
ones derived from them (cf. [5, 6, 9, 16]). Nevertheless, as one expects, not all geomet-
ric informations about XPn can be read o those invariants or IX easily (Example
4.2). In this paper, we suggest that it may also be worthwhile to examine the struc-
ture and the Hilbert function of the module of Kahler dierentials 
1R=K = J=J
2, where
J = ker(R ⊗K R!R). As Proposition 3.9 shows, the Hilbert function of this nitely
generated graded R-module is intimately connected to the ideal I (2)X generated by those
homogeneous polynomials which together with all of their rst partial derivatives vanish
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at the points of X. Thus the module 
1R=K presents a way of bringing tools from analysis
(derivations, dierentials forms) into the study of congurations of points in Pn.
Now we describe the content of the paper in more detail. Section 1 outlines the
most important aspects of the R-module structure of 
1R=K . We provide a presenta-
tion, in terms of generators and relations (Proposition 1.3), the relations of 
1R=K with
the modules 
1R=K[x0] and 

1
(R=(x0))=K (assuming X \ Z(X0)= ;, cf. Proposition 1.4,
Corollary 1.7), and some facts about the module structure of its rst syzygy module
G= h(@F=@x0; : : : ; @F=@xn)iF2IX Rn+1 (Proposition 1.8). Then we show in section 2
that most nontrivial aspects of the module structure of 
1R=K are captured by its tor-
sion submodule TR=K (Proposition 2.1). We give several simple descriptions of TR=K
(Proposition 2.1, Corollary 2.2) and represent it explicitly as a quotient module of the
syzygy module Syz1R(x0; : : : ; xn) (Proposition 2.4). As a consequence, we see that under
a mild assumption on char (K), the module TR=K is generated by the elements of the
form xi dxj − xj dxi with 0 i<j n (Corollary 2.5).
Section 3 collects our insights into the behaviour of the Hilbert function H
 of 
1R=K .
Roughly speaking, this function increases (not necessarily strictly, cf. Examples 3.3,
3.4) from H
(1)=HX(1) to a maximum near X + 1= maxfi2Z j HX(i)<#Xg+ 1,
then decreases strictly until it nally stabilizes at the number of points of X. The least
integer i such that H
(j) equals #X for all j i is called the regularity %X of 
1R=K .
We present the relations of H
 with the Hilbert functions of 
1R=K[x0] and 

1
(R=(x0))=K
(Proposition 3.1), precise versions of the above qualitative remarks (Proposition 3.2),
and a sharp upper bound for %X (Proposition 3.5, Example 3.3). We also show that

1R=K always has torsion elements of degree 2, and in fact in every degree in which we
could reasonably expect such elements (Proposition 3.6), thereby strengthening a result
of Scheja (cf. [18], 9.8). Furthermore, we characterize the case of maximal regularity
%X=2X+3 (Proposition 3.8) and describe the connection between H
 and the Hilbert
function of I (2)X mentioned above (Proposition 3.9). The squares and symbolic squares
of ideals of points have received some attention lately. Although we did not nd an
obvious connection between the structure of 
1R=K and of I
(2)
X , Proposition 3.9 seems
to indicate that the module of Kahler dierentials could also be used as a tool in the
theory of sets of double points Z(I (2)X ).
The last two sections are concerned with calculations of 
1R=K in special cases. In
Section 4, we deal with sets of points in P1 (Proposition 4.1), with complete inter-
sections (Proposition 4.3), and with sets of generic points (Proposition 4.4). The case
of reduced 0-dimensional almost complete intersections is treated in Section 5. Using a
graded version of the Primbasissatz (Proposition 5.1), we construct an explicit presen-
tation of the conormal module IX=I 2X (Proposition 5.2) as in [14], and a presentation
of the torsion submodule I (2)X =I
2
X of that conormal module (Proposition 5.3) as in [11].
The calculation of H
 is reduced to nding the Hilbert function of the kernel D of
the Jacobian map. Then D is interpreted as the inverse ideal of the Kahler dierent
of R=K[x0]. In the case of a special almost complete intersection, this Kahler dier-
ent can be described further (Proposition 5.4), but unfortunately not every reduced
0-dimensional almost complete intersection is special (Example 5.5).
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1. The module structure of 
1R=K
First of all we x the notation which will be used throughout the paper. We
work over an algebraically closed eld K . By Pn we denote the n-dimensional pro-
jective space over K . The homogeneous coordinate ring of Pn is A=K[X0; : : : ; Xn]
equipped with its standard grading deg(X0)=    = deg(Xn)= 1. Let X be a reduced
0-dimensional subscheme of Pn. In other words, let X= fP1; : : : ; PsgPn be a set of
points together with the induced reduced scheme structure. Here s=#X is the degree
of X as a projective scheme. (For most of what follows, it suces to assume that K is
an innite eld and X is a set of K-rational points. Since our claims are stable under
base eld extensions, we leave this slight generalization to the reader.) If IX denotes
the homogeneous ideal of X in A, then the graded ring R=A=IX is called the homoge-
neous coordinate ring of X. The ring R=
L
i 0 Ri is a standard graded K-algebra, i.e.
R0 =K and R=K[R1] with dimK R1<1. Its homogeneous maximal ideal is denoted
by m=
L
i>0 Ri.
The Hilbert function of X (or of R) is dened by HX(i)=HR(i)= dimK Ri for all
i2Z. Analogously, for a nitely generated graded R-module M , we let HM (i)= dimK
Mi for all i2Z. It is well known (see e.g. [5]) that the growth behaviour of HX
can be described as follows. There are intergers X 1 and X − 1 such that
HX(i)= dimK Ai=
(n+i
n

if and only if i<X, such that 1=HX(0)<HX(1)<   <
HX(X)<s, and such that HX(i)= s for i>X.
Since K is innite, we can choose the coordinate system fX0; : : : ; Xng such that
X \ Z(X0)= ;. Then we can write Pi=(1 :pi1 : : : : :pin) with pi1; : : : ; pin2K for
i=1; : : : ; s. Given a polynomial F2A, we shall use the corresponding lower case letter
to denote its image in R, and we set f(Pi)=F(1; pi1; : : : ; pin) for i=1; : : : ; s. Finally,
we let R be the ring R=R=(x0) and m its homogeneous maximal ideal. The ring
structure of R is explained by the following results (cf. [5, 9]).
Proposition 1.1. (a) The image x0 of X0 in R is not a zerodivisor.
(b) The ring R is a 1-dimensional Cohen{Macaulay ring and the monomorphism
K[x0] ,! R denes a Noether normalization.
(c) The graded K[x0]-module R is graded-free of rank s; i.e. it has a homogeneous
basis of length s.
(d) There is a unique K-basis ff1; : : : ; fsg of RX+1 such that fi(Pj)= ij for
i; j=1; : : : ; s. The elements f1; : : : ; fs are called the (normalized) separators of X.
(e) For each i X + 1; the set fxi−X−10 f1; : : : ; xi−X−10 fsg is a K-basis of Ri.
(f ) If r2Ri and c1x j0f1 +   + csx j0fs2Rj+X+1 for some i; j 0 and c1; : : : ; cs2K;
then
r  (c1x j0f1 +   + csx j0fs)= c1r(P1)xi+j0 f1 +   + csr(Ps)xi+j0 fs:
Finally, we let R=R=(x0) and observe that R is a 0-dimensional graded K-algebra
with Hilbert function HR(i)=HX(i)=HX(i) − HX(i − 1) for i2Z. The topic of
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this paper is to describe the module structure and Hilbert function of the following
R-module.
Denition 1.2. (a) In the standard graded K-algebra R⊗K R= i 0 (
L
j+k=i Rj ⊗Rk)
we have the homogeneous ideal J = ker(R⊗K R −! R), where  is the homogeneous
R-linear map of degree zero given by (r⊗r0)= rr0. The graded R-module 
1R=K = J=J 2
is called the module of Kahler dierentials of R=K .
(b) The homogeneous K-linear map dR=K :R!
1R=K given by r 7! r⊗ 1− 1⊗ r+ J 2
is called the universal derivation of R=K .
More generally, for any homomorphism of graded K-algebras S!T we can dene
in the same way the module of Kahler dierentials 
1T=S =J=J
2, where J= ker(T⊗S
T !T ), and the universal derivation dT=S :T !
1T=S (t 7! t⊗1−1⊗ t+J2) of T=S (cf.
[13]). We shall also be interested in the Hilbert functions of the modules 
1R=K[x0] and

1
R=K
, since they are closely related to the Hilbert function of 
1R=K . In this section we
shall provide some exact sequences connecting those three modules and some insights
into their module structure.
For a polynomial F2A and for i2f0; : : : ; ng, we shall denote the image of @F=@Xi
in R by @F=@xi. Recall that we may present 
1R=K as follows (cf. [13, 4.13]).
Proposition 1.3. There are isomorphisms of graded R-modules

1R=K =
nM
i=0
AdA=KXi=hIX; dIXi =
nM
i=0
RdA=KXi=dIX
where dIX= h(@F=@X0)dA=KX0+   +(@F=@Xn)dA=KXniF2IX and where dIX is the image
of dIX in
Ln
i=0 RdA=KXi. In other words, if we let G= h(@F=@x0; : : : ; @F=@xn)iF2IX 
Rn+1; then there is an exact sequence of graded R-modules
0!G(−1)!Rn+1(−1)!
1R=K ! 0:
By applying [13, 3.24] to the sequence K!K[x0]!R, we get the connection
between 
1R=K and 

1
R=K[x0].
Proposition 1.4. There is an exact sequence of graded R-modules
R⊗K[x0] 
1K[x0]=K
−! 
1R=K
−! 
1R=K[x0]! 0
where 
1K[x0]=K
= K[x0]dx0; where  is given by (r⊗fdx0)= rf dx0; and where  is
given by (rdR=Kr0)= rdR=K[x0]r
0.
Corollary 1.5. (a) We have 
1R=K[x0]
= 
1R=K =Rdx0.
(b) If fb1; : : : ; bsg is a K[x0]-basis of R (cf. 1:1:c); then fdR=K[x0]b1; : : : ; dR=K[x0]bsg
is a system of generators of the K[x0]-module 
1R=K[x0].
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Proof. Claim (a) follows from im =Rdx0. To prove (b), we note that 
1R=K[x0] is
generated by fdR=K[x0]rgr2R (cf. [13, 1.19]), and that for r= g1b1 +    + gsbs with
g1; : : : ; gs2K[x0] we get dR=K[x0]r= g1dR=K[x0]b1 +   + gsdR=K[x0]bs.
The connection between 
1R=K and 

1
R=K
is provided by our next proposition, which
follows from [13, 4.17].
Proposition 1.6. For any homogeneous ideal I R there is an exact sequence of
graded R-modules
I=I 2 −! 
1R=K =I
1R=K −! 
1(R=I)=K ! 0;
where  is given by (r + I 2)=dR=Kr + I
1R=K ; and where  is given by (rdR=Kr
0 +
I
1R=K)= (r + I)d(R=I)=K (r
0 + I).
Remarks 1.7 (a) By applying Proposition 1.6 with I =(x0) and by observing that the
image of  is the module (RdR=K I + I
1R=K)=I

1
R=K , we see that

1
R=K
= 
1R=K =(x0
1R=K + Rdx0) = 
1R=K[x0]=x0
1R=K[x0]:
(b) It follows from Proposition 1.3 that the elements fdx0; : : : ; dxng form a homo-
geneous system of generators of the R-module 
1R=K . If X spans Pn, this system of
generators is minimal, since hIX; dIXi1 = (0) implies that its elements are K-linearly
independent.
Finally we describe some properties of the structure of the module G which is by
Proposition 1.3 up to a shift in degrees the rst syzygy module of 
1R=K .
Proposition 1.8. Let G be the graded R-submodule of Rn+1 generated by the elements
(@F=@x0; : : : ; @F=@xn) such that F2IX.
(a) For each i2Z we have Gi= f(@F=@x0; : : : ; @F=@xn) j F 2 (IX)i+1g.
(b) If fF1; : : : ; Fmg is a minimal homogeneous system of generators of IX; and if
char (K)>maxfdeg(Fi) j 1 img; then the set f(@Fi=@x0; : : : ; @Fi=@xn) j 1 img
is a minimal homogeneous system of generators of the R-module G.
Proof. Claim (a) follows from the observation that, given homogeneous polynomials
F2(IX)i and G2Aj, we have G  (@F=@x0; : : : ; @F=@xn)= (@(FG)=@x0; : : : ; @(FG)=@xn)−
F  (@G=@x0; : : : ; @G=@xn)= (@(FG)=@x0; : : : ; @(FG)=@xn). This also shows that the set
given in (b) generates G. Suppose that for some i2f1; : : : ; mg we have a relation
(@Fi=@x0; : : : ; @Fi=@xn)=
P
j 6=i Gj  (@Fj=@x0; : : : ; @Fj=@xn) with homogeneous polynomi-
als Gj2Adeg(Fi)−deg(Fj). Then the homogeneous polynomial F =Fi−
P
j 6=i GjFj satises
@F=@x0 =    = @F=@xn=0. Since char (K)> deg(Fi), Euler’s relation F = [1= deg(F)]Pn
i=0 Xi@F=@Xi implies F2(X0; : : : ; Xn)  IX. Since fF1; : : : ; Fmg generates IX minimally,
we are done.
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2. The torsion submodule of 
1R=K
For 1-dimensional local rings, the torsion submodule of the module of Kahler dif-
ferentials has been studied extensively (cf. [2]). In this section, we want to describe
the module structure of the torsion submodule of 
1R=K in our situation. The graded
R-module
TR=K = fm2
1R=K j rm=0 for some homogeneous nonzerodivisor r2Rg
is called the torsion submodule of 
1R=K . Our next proposition gives several alternative
descriptions of TR=K . Recall that the Euler derivation of R=K is given by e :R!R
(r 7−! ir for r2Ri). Using the universal property of 
1R=K (cf. [13, Section 1]), this
map induces a homogeneous surjective R-linear map  :
1R=K !m satisfying ’(dxi)= xi
for i=0; : : : ; n.
Proposition 2.1. (a) We have TR=K = fm2
1R=K j xi0m=0 for some i 0g.
(b) We have TR=K =H 0m(

1
R=K)= fm2
1R=K j mim=0 for some i 1g.
(c) The module TR=K is precisely the kernel of ; i.e. there is an exact sequence
of graded R-modules
0!TR=K {−! 
1R=K
’−! m! 0:
(d) We have TR=K = f
Pn
i=0 ridxi2
1R=K j
Pn
i=0 rixi=0g.
(e) There is an exact sequence of graded R-modules
0!TR=K {−! 
1R=K[x0]
’−! m! 0;
where { is the composite map TR=K ,! 
1R=K  
1R=K =R dx0 = 
1R=K[x0], i.e. where { is
given by {(
Pn
i=0 ridR=Kxi)=
Pn
i=1 ridR=K[x0]xi; and where ’ is given by ’(
Pn
i=1 ri dxi)=Pn
i=1 rixi + (x0).
Proof. \(a)" Suppose i 0, r2Ri, and m2
1R=K are such that rm=0 and r is not
a zero divisor of R. Then fjr= r(Pj)xi0fj 6=0 (cf. Proposition 1.1) and xi0fjm=0 for
j=1; : : : ; s. Since x0(Pj)= 1 for j=1; : : : ; s, we have f1+  +fs= xX+10 , and therefore
xi+X+10 m=0. The converse inclusion holds trivially.
\(b)" If i 0 and m2
1R=K are such that xi0m=0, then Proposition 1.1(e) yields
mi+X+1m=mX+1xi0m=0. Again the converse inclusion is obviously true.
\(c)" Proposition 1.1(e) implies m ,! mRx0 =Rx0 . The ring Rx0 is isomorphic
to a product of Laurent polynomial rings (see below). Therefore the localized map
(
1R=K)x0 = 
Rx0 =K
x0−! mRx0 =Rx0 is an isomorphism. Thus (a) yields ker ’ = ker (
1R=K
! (
1R=K)x0 ) =TR=K .
\(d)" Follows immediately from (c).
\(e)" In order to show that { is injective, by Corollary 1.5(a) we need to show
TR=K \ Rdx0 = (0). This follows from c), since (rdx0)= rx0 = 0 implies r=0. Since
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’ is induced by 
1R=K
’−! m m, its kernel is the image of ker ’=TR=K in 
1R=K[x0].
Finally, it is clear that ’ is surjective, because ’ is surjective.
Now we give yet another description of TR=K . We recall some basic facts about the
integral closure of R in its homogenous ring of quotients Qh(R) (cf. [5, 10, 16]). For
i=1; : : : ; s we let piR be the homogeneous ideal of Pi in X. Then R=pi = K[Ti],
where Ti is an independent variable and corresponds to the image of x0 under the
canonical epimorphism R R=pi = K[Ti]. The integral closure of R in its homogeneous
quotient ring
Qh(R) = f rr0 j r02R homog. nonzerodivisorg= Rx0 = K[T1; T−11 ]    K[Ts; T−1s ]
is then given by S =K[T1]    K[Ts], and the canonical inclusion R ,! S is given
by r 7! (r(P1)T i1 ; : : : ; r(Ps)T is ) for r2Ri. Thus [13, 3.23] yields functorial maps

1R=K
−!
1S=K = K[T1]dT1    K[Ts]dTs ,! 
1Qh(R)=K =
sQ
k=1
K[Tk ; T−1k ]dTk ;
r dxi 7−! (r(P1)p1iT j1 dT1; : : : ; r(Ps)psiT js dTs)
for r2Rj. In this situation we obtain the following characterization of TR=K .
Corollary 2.2. We have TR=K = ker.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.1 (d) and the observation ker= fPni=0 ri dxi
2
1R=K j
Pn
i=0 rixi=0g.
Next we collect a few easy consequences of Proposition 2.1. Recall from [13, 10.1]
that the ith Fitting ideal of 
1R=K is also known as the ith Kahler dierent of R=K and
denoted by #(i)(R=K).
Remark 2.3. (a) Using Proposition 2.1, we see that the K-vector spaces TR=K , 
1R=K[x0]
and 
1
R=K
= 
1R=K[x0]=x0
1R=K[x0] (cf. Remark 1.7(a)) are nitely dimensional.
(b) Notice that Proposition 2.1(e) also implies x0
1R=K[x0] {(TR=K), since x0 m=0.
(c) We have fr2R j r dx0 = 0g=0 in 
1R=K . In particular, AnnR(
1R=K)= 0. This
follows from Proposition 2.1(c), since r dx0 2 ker ’ implies rx0 = 0, and therefore r=0.
(d) By [13, 10.4], we have #(0)(R=K)= 0 and #(i)(R=K) 6=0 for all i 1, because
one can see for instance from Proposition 2.1(c) that the R-module 
1R=K has rank one.
(e) For readers familiar with sheaf theory, the referee has pointed out the follow-
ing alternative proof of Corollary 2.2. The inclusion R ,! S induces a morphism of
schemes  : Spec(S)!Spec(R) which is an isomorphism over U =Spec(R)nfmg. Thus
if e
1R=K and e
1S=K denote the corresponding sheaves of Kahler dierentials, we have an
isomorphism e
1S=K j−1(U )= e
1R=K jU . From this we conclude that the kernel K and the
cokernel L of the R-linear map  :
1R=K !
1S=K are supported on fmg and therefore
nitely dimensional K-vector spaces. Hence  is an isomorphism in suciently high
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degrees. Furthermore,K and L are annihilated by high powers of x0 and consequently
torsion modules. In particular, we get ker()TR=K , and the reverse inclusion follows
from the fact that 
1S=K =
Qs
i=1 K[Ti]dTi is a torsion free R-module.
We end this section with an explicit presentation of TR=K by generators and relations.
Proposition 2.4. (a) Let Syz1R(x0; : : : ; xn) be the rst syzygy module of m; i.e. let
Syz1R(x0; : : : ; xn)=
(
(h0; : : : ; hn)2Rn+1
 nX
i=0
hixi=0
)
Rn+1
and dene G= h(@F=@x0; : : : ; @F=@xn)iF2IX as in Proposition 1.3. Then there is an exact
sequence of graded R-modules
0!G(−1) −! Syz1R(x0; : : : ; xn)(−1)
−!TR=K ! 0;
where  is induced by G ,! Rn+1 and  is given by ((h0; : : : ; hn))=
Pn
i=0 hi dxi.
(b) Let Syz1A(X0; : : : ; Xn)An+1 be the rst syzygy module of M=(X0; : : : ; Xn).
Then there is an exact sequence of graded A-modules
Syz1A(X0; : : : ; Xn)(−1) −! Syz1R(x0; : : : ; xn)(−1)
−! IX=MIX! 0;
where  is given by ((H0; : : : ; Hn))= (h0; : : : ; hn) and  is given by ((h0; : : : ; hn))=
H0X0 +   + HnXn +MIX for H0; : : : ; Hn2A and hi=Hi + IX.
Proof. \(a)" The map  is well-dened and we have im  ker , since Euler’s for-
mula shows (@F=@x0)x0 +    + (@F=@xn)xn=(degF)F + IX=02R for homogeneous
polynomials F2IX. The map  is well-dened and surjective by Proposition 2.1(c).
Exactness of the sequence follows from Proposition 1.3.
\(b)" The claim follows by applying the snake lemma to the following commutative
diagram with exact rows and columns.
0 0??y ??y
I n+1X (−1) −! IX??y ??y
0 −! Syz1A(X0; : : : ; Xn)(−1) −! An+1(−1) −! M −! 0??y ??y ??y
0 −! Syz1R(x0; : : : ; xn)(−1) −! Rn+1(−1) −! m −! 0??y ??y
0 0
:
Here the map I n+1X (−1)! IX is induced by ei 7!Xi and its cokernel is IX=MIX.
Corollary 2.5. If char K =0 or char K>maxfi2N j (IX=MIX)i 6=0g; then the torsion
submodule TR=K of 
1R=K is generated by fxi dxj− xj dxi j i; j=0; : : : ; ng. In particular,
it is generated by homogeneous elements of degree two.
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Proof. From the exact sequence Proposition 2.4(b) we get that Syz1R(x0; : : : ; xn) is gen-
erated by fxiej − xjei j i; j=0; : : : ; ng and by preimages under  of G1 +MIX; : : : ; Gt +
MIX, where fG1; : : : ; Gtg is a minimal homogeneous system of generators of IX. Us-
ing the assumption on char K , we can write Gi=(1= degGi)((@Gi=@X0)X0 +    +
(@Gi=@Xn)Xn) for i=1; : : : ; t. Then (1= degG1)((@G1=@x0); : : : ; (@G1=@xn)); : : : ; (1= degGt)
((@Gt=@x0); : : : ; (@Gt=@xn)) are such preimages. Since the exact sequence of Proposi-
tion 2.4(a) shows that they are in the kernel of , the claim follows from that exact
sequence.
3. The Hilbert function of 
1R=K
In this section we shall describe some properties of the Hilbert functions of the
graded modules 
1R=K , 

1
R=K[x0], and 

1
R=K
. To simplify the notation, we set H
(i)=
H
1R=K (i), H
0 (i)=H
1R=K[x0]
(i), H
(i)=H
1
R=K
(i), and HT(i)=HTR=K (i) for all i2Z. Using
the exact sequences of section 1, we get the following relations between those Hilbert
functions. Notice that we used deg(dA=KXi)= 1 in Proposition 1.3, so that also
deg(dxi)= 1 for i=0; : : : ; n.
Proposition 3.1. (a) For all i2Z we have H
0 (i)=H
(i)− HX(i − 1).
(b) For all i2Z we have H
(i)=H
0 (i)−Hx0
0 (i)=H
0 (i)−H
0 (i−1)+dimKfm2
(
1R=K[x0])i−1 j x0m=0g.
(c) For all i 1 we have HT(i)=H
(i)− HX(i)=H
0 (i)− HX(i) + HX(i − 1).
(d) For all i2Z we have H
(i)= (n+ 1)HX(i − 1)− HG(i − 1) and HT(i)= (n+
1)HR(i − 1)− HR(i)− HG(i − 1); where GRn+1 is the graded R-module dened in
Proposition 1.3.
Proof. Claim (a) follows from Corollary 1.5(a) and Remark 2.3(c). Claim (b) follows
from Remark 1.7(a) and the exact sequence
0!fm2
1R=K[x0] j x0m=0g(−1)!
1R=K[x0](−1)
x0−! 
1R=K[x0]!
1R=K ! 0:
Claim (c) follows from Proposition 2.1(c) and (a), and claim (d) is a consequence of
Proposition 1.3 and (c).
The basic properties of H
 are summarized by our next proposition. We use the
notation X= minfi2Z j (IX)i 6=0g.
Proposition 3.2. (a) For i 0 we have H
(i)= 0.
(b) For 1 i<X we have H
(i)= (n+ 1)
(n+i−1
n

.
(c) If char K =0 or char K>X; then H
(X)=HX(X) + (X − 1)
(n+X−1
n−1

.
(d) There is a minimal number %X 1 such that H
(i)= s for all i %X. We call
this number the regularity of 
1R=K .
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(e) We have H
(X + 2)H
(X + 3)    ; and if %X X + 2; then H
(X +
2)>H
(X + 3)>   >H
(%X)= s.
Proof. Claims (a) and (b) follow from Proposition 1.3. To prove (c), we consider the
exact sequence
0!GX−1!Rn+1X−1! (
1R=K)X ! 0:
Let fG1; : : : ; Grg be a K-basis of (IX)X . Then the elements dG1; : : : ; dGr form a system
of generators of (dIX)X . If we denote the image of @Gi=@Xj in R by @Gi=@xj, then the
set f(@Gi=@x0; : : : ; @Gi=@xn)i=1;:::; rg generates GX−1. We claim that those elements are
K-linearly independent.
Suppose there are c1; : : : ; cr2K such that
Pr
i=1 ci(@Gi=@x0; : : : ; @Gi=@xn)= 0. Then
G=
Pr
i=1 ciGi satises @G=@Xi2IX for i=0; : : : ; n. Since degG= X and (IX)X−1 = 0,
this gives @G=@X0 =   =@G=@Xn=0. Using our assumption on char K , we conclude
G= 1X ((@G=@X0)X0 +    + (@G=@Xn)Xn)= 0, and hence c1 =    = cr =0. In other
words, we have shown that HG(X − 1)= dimK (IX)X =
(n+X
n
 − HX(X). There-
fore we obtain H
(X)= (n+1)
(n+X−1
n
− (n+Xn +HX(X)=HX(X) + n(n+X−1n −(n+X−1
n−1

=HX(X) + (X − 1)
(n+X−1
n−1

.
Claim (d) is an immediate consequence of the fact that the map  :
1R=K !
1S=K =Qs
i=1 K[Ti]dTi is an isomorphism in high enough degrees (cf. Corollary 2.2 and Re-
mark 2.3).
Finally we prove claim (e). By Proposition 1.1(e) and Remark 1.7(b), we have
(
1R=K)i=
Pn
j=0 Ri−1dxj = x0
Pn
j=0 Ri−2 dxj = x0(

1
R=K)i−1 for every i X + 3. Thus
we have H
(i)H
(i− 1) for those i. We also want to show that H
(i)=H
(i+ 1)
for some i X+2 implies H
(i)=H
(j) for all j i. In view of Proposition 3.1(d),
this means that we assume HG(i−1)=HG(i). As x02R is not a zero divisor of G, we
get Gi= x0Gi−1. Since IX is generated in degrees  X+2 (cf. [6, 1.1]), the R-module
G is generated in degrees  X+1, and we obtain Gi+1 = x0Gi+  +xnGi= x0(x0Gi−1+
  + xnGi−1)= x0Gi. Thus HG(i+1)=HG(i), and the claim follows by induction.
The following examples show that H
(i) may or may not be monotonic in the range
X i X + 2.
Example 3.3. Let XP2 consist of the following nine points: P1 = (1 : 0
: 0), P2 = (1 : 0 : 1), P3 = (1 : 0 : 2), P4 = (1 : 0 : 3), P5 = (1 : 0 : 4), P6 = (1 : 0 : 5), P7 = (1
: 1 : 0), P8 = (1 : 2 : 0), and P9 = (1 : 1 : 1). Then HX : 1 3 6 7 8 9 9    ; X=3, and X=4.
The Hilbert function H
 : 3 9 15 14 13 14 13 12 11 10 9 9    starts with H
(1)= 3 and
satises H
(X)= 14>H
(X+1)=13<H
(X+2)=14. Notice that in this example
the Hilbert function of TR=K starts with HT(2)= 3 and is given by HT: 3 8 6 4 5 4 3 2 1.
It is not unimodal, i.e. it does not increase monotonically up to a maximum and then
decrease monotonically.
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Example 3.4. (a) We take four points on a line in P4 and three general points o that
line, e.g. we let IXP4 consist of the following seven points: P1 = (1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0),
P2 = (1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 1), P3 = (1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 2), P4 = (1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 3), P5 = (1 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 0), P6 =
(1 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0), and P7 = (1 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0). Then we have HX : 1 5 6 7 7    and X= X=2
and H
 : 5 16 9 10 9 8 7 7   . Again H
 is not unimodal, and neither is HT: 10 2 3 2 1.
(b) If we take seven generic points in P4, then HX : 1 5 7 7   , X=2, X=1, and
H
 : 5 17 8 7 7    (cf. Corollary 4.4) is unimodal.
Our next proposition gives an upper bound for the regularity of 
1R=K Another proof
of this result can be derived by using [4], 2.4, and Proposition 3.9. A weaker bound
is contained in [17]. Example 3.3 shows that our bound is sharp.
Proposition 3.5. The regularity %X= minfi2Z j H
(j)= s for j ig of 
1R=K satis-
es %X 2X + 3.
Proof. From Proposition 1.1(e) and Remark 1.7(b) we get that the elements xk−X−20
fi dxj such that 1 i s and 0  j  n generate (
1R=K)k for every k  X+2. Using
Proposition 1.1(f), we calculate
xX+10 fi dxj =f
2
i dxj =d(f
2
i xj)− xj df2i =d(pijx0f2i )− xj df2i
= (pijx0 − xj)df2i + pijf2i dx0 = (pijx0 − xj)2fi dfi + pijf2i dx0
=pijf2i dx0 =pijx
X+1
0 fi dx0:
Thus the elements fxk−X−20 fj dx0 j 1 j sg generate (
1R=K)k for k  2X + 3, and
it remains to show that they are K-linearly independent. Suppose we have c1; : : : ; cs2K
such that
Ps
j= 1 cjx
k−X−2
0 fj dx0 = 0, and suppose that for instance c1 6=0. Then xk−X−20
f21 dx0 = − 1c1
Ps
j= 2 cjx
k−X−2
0 f1fj dx0 = 0 contradicts Remark 2.3(c).
In the corresponding local situation (e.g. for the ring Rm) it is known that the module
of Kahler dierentials always has torsion, if we have at least two points (cf. [18]). We
shall show now that in our situation, the module 
1R=K has in fact torsion elements of
degree two, and in case %X  X + 2 in every degree from two up to its regularity.
Proposition 3.6. Suppose X consists of s  2 points. Then we have (TR=K)2 6=0.
Moreover; if char K =0 or char K>X+2; then %X  X+2 implies (TR=K)i 6=0 for
all i2f2; : : : ; %X − 1g.
Proof. We can assume that X spans Pn, because otherwise we consider the embedding
of X in its linear span, and neither HX nor H
 nor HT change. We start by showing
HT(2) 6=0.
In case X  3, Propositions 3.1(c) and 3.2(b) yield HT(2)=H
(2) − HX(2)=
(n+ 1)
(n+1
n
− (n+22 = (n+12 >0. If we have X=2, then Proposition 1.3 gives us an
exact sequence
0 ! G1 ! Rn+11 ! (
1R=K)2 ! 0
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of K-vector spaces, and Proposition 3.1(c) together with the observation dimK G1 =
dimKh(@F=@x0; : : : ; @F=@xn)iF2(IX)2  dimK (IX)2 implies
HT(2) =H
(2)− HX(2)= (n+ 1)2 − dimK G1 −

n+ 2
2

+ dimK (IX)2
=

n+ 1
2

+ dimK (IX)2 − dimK G1>0:
For the second claim, we may clearly assume that %X  3. Then 3.1(c) and %X−1 
X+1 show H
(%X− 1)=HT(%X− 1)+HX(%X− 1)=HT(%X− 1)+ s  s, and this
cannot be an equality because of the denition of %X. Thus we have (TR=K)%X−1 6=0.
An application of Corollary 2.5 nishes the proof.
In view of Propositions 3.2(e) and 3.6, it seems natural to conjecture that the bound
%X  X + 2 always holds. If true, that bound would be sharp, as our next example
shows.
Example 3.7. Let XP5 consist of nine generic points. Then we have HX : 1 6 9 9   
and X=1. From H
 : 6 24 9 9    (cf. Corollary 4.4) we conclude that %X=3= X+2.
Using the separators of X (cf. Proposition 1.1), we can give an explicit description of
(TR=K)2X+2 and thus a criterion for maximal regularity %X=2X + 3.
Proposition 3.8. We have (TR=K)2X+2 = hfi dfjii; j2f1;:::;sg; i 6= j.
In particular, for all i; j2f1; : : : ; sg such that i 6= j; the element fi dfj is in the socle
of 
1R=K , and %X equals its maximal value 2X+3 if and only if one of those elements
is not zero.
Proof. Let i; j2f1; : : : ; sg such that i 6= j, and let k2f0; : : : ; ng. Then we have fi dfj =
d(fifj)−fj dfi= −fj dfi and pikx0fi dfj = xkfi dfj = −xkfj dfi= −pjkx0fjdfi=pjk
x0fi dfj. This is only possible for all k 2 f0; : : : ; ng, if x0fi dfj =0. By Proposition
2.1(a), we get fi dfj2TR=K .
Conversely, we see from Proposition 1.1 that fxX0 fi dxj j 1  i  s and 0  j  ng
generates (
1R=K)2X+2. We let = X and calculate
x0fi dxj = d(x

0fixj)− x0xj dfi − x−10 xjfi dx0
=pij d(x+10 fi)−
sX
k=1
pkjfk dfi − pijx0fi dx0
=pijx0fi dx0 + pijx
+1
0 dfi −
sX
k=1
pkjfk dfi
=pijx0fi dx0 +
X
k 6=i
(pij − pkj)fk dfi:
Therefore also the set fxX0 fi dx0 j 1  i  sg[ ffi dfj j 1  i; j  s and i 6= jg gen-
erates (
1R=K)2X+2. Now we look at the exact sequence of 2.1.c. Since the elements
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(xX0 fi dx0)= x
X+1
0 fi are K-linearly independent for 1  i  s, the elements fi dfj
such that 1  i<j  s generate (ker )2X+2 = (TR=K)2X+2.
Finally, we exhibit an interpretation of H
 in terms of the Hilbert function of X
and the scheme of double points Y concentrated at the support of X. However, note
that there is no clear connection between the module structure of 
1R=K and the ring
structure of the homogeneous coordinate ring of Y.
Proposition 3.9. (a) Let Pi be the prime ideal of Pi in A; and let I
(2)
X = I
2
XAP1 \    \
I 2XAPs \A be the symbolic square of IX. Then there is an exact sequence of graded
R-modules
0 ! I (2)X =I 2X ! IX=I 2X ! 
1A=K ⊗A R ! 
1R=K ! 0:
(b) We have I (2)X =P
2
1 \    \P2s . In other words, I (2)X is the homogeneous vanish-
ing ideal of the 0-dimensional scheme Y=Z(I (2)X ) consisting of double points con-
centrated at the support of X.
(c) For all i2Z we have
H
(i)= (n+ 1)HX(i − 1) + HX(i)− HY(i):
In particular, the invariant Y= maxfi 2 Z jHY(i)< degY=(n+1)sg satises Y=
maxfX + 2; %Xg − 1.
Proof. \(a)" If we localize the homogeneous exact sequence
IX=I 2X
−! 
1A=K ⊗A R ! 
1R=K ! 0
(cf. [13, 4.17]) at the element X0, the map  becomes a monomorphism, since XD+
(X0)=AnK is a local complete intersection (cf. [13, Section 9]). Thus we get ker =
fr + I 2X2IX=I 2X jX i0r2I 2X for some i  0g. Now every element of ker  lies in I (2)X =I 2X,
because the image of X0 in APi is a unit for i=1; : : : ; s. The converse inclusion is
clear, since (I (2)X )i=(I
2
X)i for i/ 0.
Claim (b) follows from I 2XAP i =P
2
i AP i and P
2
i AP i \A=P2i (cf. [12, III 4.10 and
VI 2.19(a)]) for i=1; : : : ; s, and (c) follows from (a). Thus it remains to show the
additional claim. Since in degree i= maxfX+2; %Xg all terms but HY(i) in (c) have
stabilized, we have HY(i)= (n + 1)s in this degree. We still need to show HY(i −
1)<(n + 1)s. In case %X  X + 2, we have i= %X and H
(i − 1)=HX(i − 1) +
HT(i − 1)>s by Proposition 3.1(c) and the denition of %X. Therefore we obtain
HY(i − 1)= (n+ 1)HX(i − 2) + (s − H
(i − 1))<(n+ 1)s. In case %X  X − 1, we
have i= X + 2 and HY(i − 1)= (n+ 1)HX(X)<(n+ 1)s.
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4. Computation of 
1R=K in special cases
In this section we provide formulas for 
1R=K , its torsion submodule, its Hilbert
function, etc. in some special cases. The case of 0-dimensional almost complete in-
tersections will be treated in the next section. We continue to use the denitions and
notation introduced in the previous sections. Our rst case is n=1, i.e. sets of points
XP1.
Proposition 4.1. Let X= fP1; : : : ; PsgP1 such that Pi=(1 :pi) for i=1; : : : ; s. Then

1R=K is given by

1R=K =

R2

@F
@x0
;
@F
@x1

(−1);
where F =
Qs
i=1(X1 − pjX0).
It has Hilbert function H
 : 2 4 6    (2s− 2)(2s− 1)(2s− 2)(2s− 3)    (s+1)ss   
and regularity %X=2s− 1=2X + 3. Its torsion submodule TR=K is given by
TR=K = hx0 dx1 − x1 dx0i =

R

@F
@x0
;
@F
@x1

(−2)
and has Hilbert function HT : 1 2    (s− 1)(s− 2)    1.
The proof of this proposition follows easily from Propositions 1.3, 2.4 and 3.1. The
Hilbert function H
 is also found in [17, p. 399], and HT can be derived from [17,
1.3 and 2.1]. The interested reader may also work out the presentations and Hilbert
functions of 
1R=K[x0] and 

1
R=K
in this case. We note that 
1R=K has maximal regularity.
This explains the following example.
Example 4.2. Let X;YP2 be two subsets, the rst one consisting of 19 generic
points, and the second one consisting of 13 generic points and 6 points on a line. Then
both coordinate rings RX and RY have the same Hilbert function HX=HY : 1 3 6 10 15
19 19   , and in fact even the same graded free resolution over A, namely
0 ! A(−7)4 ! A(−5)2  A(−6)3 ! A ! R ! 0:
However, the Hilbert functions H
X of 

1
RX=K and H
Y of 

1
RY=K are
H
X : 3 9 18 30 43 48 40 31 21 19 19   
H
Y : 3 9 18 30 43 48 40 31 21 20 19   
(cf. Corollary 4.4) and dier in degree 10. We see that H
 contains more informa-
tion about the geometry of X than HX or the resolution of RX alone. The fact that
the 6 collinear points Y0Y force H
Y(10) to be larger than 19 can be seen as
follows. By Proposition 4.1, we have H
Y0 : 2 4 6 8 10 11 10 9 8 7 6 6   , so that
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(RY0 dx0)10(
Y0)10. Hence (RY dx0)10 has to be strictly smaller than (
Y)10, too,
i.e. we have to have H
Y(10)>19.
Another case in which it is possible to describe 
1R=K completely is the case of
0-dimensional complete intersections.
Proposition 4.3. Let XPn be a 0-dimensional complete intersection of n hypersur-
faces H1 =Z(F1); : : : ; Hn=Z(Fn); and let di= deg(Fi) for i=1; : : : ; n. Then there is
an exact sequence of graded R-modules
0 ! IX=I 2X −! Rn+1(−1) −! 
1R=K ! 0
such that (Fi + I 2X)= (@Fi=@x0; : : : ; @Fi=@xn) for i=1; : : : ; n and (ej)= dxj for j=
0; : : : ; n. There is also an isomorphism of graded R-modules { : IX=I 2X
!Lni=1 R(−di)
given by {(Fi + I 2X)= ei for i=1; : : : ; n.
In particular, we have H
(i)= (n+1)HX(i−1)−
Pn
i=1HX(i−di) for all i2Z; and
%X= X + 1 +maxfdi j 1  i  ng.
Proof. From [13, 9.5 or C.2] it follows that the map  :
Ln
i= 1 R(−di) ! IX=I 2X dened
by ei 7−! Fi+ I 2X is an isomorphism. Hence the R-module IX=I 2X is torsion-free and the
above sequence is exact by Proposition 3.9(a).
In a series of papers leading up to [1], Hirschowitz and Alexander succeeded in
computing the Hilbert function of a generic set of double points (cf. [1, Theorem
2]). Thus we can apply Proposition 3.9(c) to determine H
 for generic sets of points
XPn.
Corollary 4.4. Let XPn be a generic set of s  n+ 1 points.
(a) We have HX(i)= minf
(n+i
n

; sg and
H
(i)= (n+ 1)HX(i − 1) + HX(i)−minf
(n+i
n

; (n+ 1)sg
for all i2Z; except if (n; s)2f(2; 5); (3; 9); (4; 7); (4; 14)g.
(b) If (n; s)= (2; 5); we have H
 : 3 8 10 6 5 5   .
(c) If (n; s)= (3; 9); we have H
 : 4 15 25 11 9 9   .
(d) If (n; s)= (4; 7); we have H
 : 5 17 8 7 7   .
(e) If (n; s)= (4; 14); we have H
 : 5 24 49 15 14 14   .
5. Kahler dierentials for 0-dimensional almost complete intersections
In this section we shall assume that XPn is a reduced 0-dimensional almost com-
plete intersection, i.e. that IX is minimally generated by n+1 homogeneous polynomials
F1; : : : ; Fn+1. For i=1; : : : ; n+1, we let di= degFi. We shall use the following graded
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version of the Primbasissatz (cf. [15]) which we prove using arguments in the spirit
of [8, Section 4A].
Proposition 5.1. Let I A=K[X0; : : : ; Xn] be a homogeneous ideal of height h; and
let m= (I) be its minimal number of generators.
(a) There exists a minimal homogeneous system of generators fF1; : : : ; Fmg of I
such that F1; : : : ; Fh is a regular sequence in A.
(b) If I is unmixed and P1; : : : ;PsA are prime ideals containing I such that
IAP i =PiAP i for i=1; : : : ; s; we can assume additionally that the images of F1; : : : ; Fh
in AP i form a regular system of parameters of AP i for each i2f1; : : : ; sg.
Proof. If fF1; : : : ; Fmg is any minimal homogeneous system of generators of I , and if
di= degFi for i=1; : : : ; m, we can assume d1      dm. We shall prove both claims
by showing that a generic tuple from
U= Id1      Idm
satises all requirements. Here U is viewed as a product of ane spaces over K and
equipped with the Zariski topology.
\(a)" We note that m  h and proceed by induction on m, the case m=1 being
clear. In case m= h, any minimal homogeneous system of generators of I is a regular
sequence. If m>h, we choose a generic element (F1; : : : ; Fm) of U and consider the
ideal J =(F2; : : : ; Fm). Since h− 1  ht(J )  h, there are two cases.
The rst case is ht(J )= h. By the induction hypothesis, the elements F2; : : : ; Fh+1 form
a regular sequence of A. It suces to show that there exists a polynomial G2Ad1−dh+1
such that F1 +GFh+1 is not a zero divisor of A=(F2; : : : ; Fh). This follows from the fact
that for each associated prime q of A=(F2; : : : ; Fh) there exists a polynomial G2Ad1−dh+1
such that F1 +GFh+1 =2 q, because in case F1 =2 q we can take G=0 and in case F12q
we have Fh+1 =2 q, and therefore Fh+1  (X0; : : : ; Xn)d1−dh+1* q. Then a generic element
G2Ad1−dh+1 satises F1 +GFh+1 =2 q for all such primes q simultaneously. Thus we ob-
tain a regular sequence eF1; F2; : : : ; Fh, if we replace F1 by eF1 =F1 +GFh+1 or a generic
element of Id1 .
The second case is ht(J )= h−1. By the induction hypothesis, the elements F2; : : : ; Fh
form a regular sequence in A. In the ring B=A=(F2; : : : ; Fh), the ideal I =(F1; : : : ; Fm)
has height one, and therefore contains a homogeneous nonzero divisor. Since I is
generated in degrees  d1, there even exists a homogeneous nonzero divisor of degree
d1. Thus a generic element F1 of Id1 yields a regular sequence F1; : : : ; Fh.
\(b)" Let i 2 f1; : : : ; sg. Clearly, the images of F1; : : : ; Fm in AP i generate PiAP i ,
and we have (PiAP i)= h. We have to show that for a generic tuple (F1; : : : ; Fm) of
U, the images of F1; : : : ; Fh generate PiAP i minimally. Let 1  1      h  m be
such that the images of F1 ; : : : ; Fh generate PiAP i minimally. We need to show that
if 2f1; : : : ; mgnf1; : : : ; hg and <h, we can replace Fh by a generic element F of
Id and still have a minimal system of generators fF; F1 ; : : : ; Fh−1g of PiAP i . For this
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we only need to nd some element F2Id with the desired property. If G2Ad−dh
lies outside Pi, we can take F=GFh , since the image of G in AP i is a unit.
In view of this proposition, we shall assume henceforth that F1; : : : ; Fn is a regular
sequence of A, and that (F1; : : : ; Fn)AP i =PiAP i for all homogeneous prime ideals
P1; : : : ;PsA corresponding to the points of X. This means that the ideal J =
(F1; : : : ; Fn) denes a 0-dimensional complete intersection containing X which is re-
duced at the points of X. The graded R-module
!R=ExtnA(R; A)(−n− 1)=HomK[x0](R; K[x0])(−1)
is called the canonical module of R (cf. [7, ch. 2]). Notice that we can express !R in
the form
!R=HomA=J (R; A=J )
 
nX
i=1
di − n− 1
!
=((J : IX)=J )
 
nX
i=1
di − n− 1
!
(cf. [7, 2.2.9]), and that its Hilbert function is known to be given by H!R(i)= s −
HX(−i) for all i2Z (cf. [9, 1.3.c]). In analogy with [14], we shall now construct an
explicit presentation of the R-module IX=I 2X.
Proposition 5.2. If XPn is a reduced 0-dimensional almost complete intersection
as above, we have an exact sequence of graded R-modules
0 ! !R
 
n+ 1−
n+1X
i=1
di
!
’−!
n+1M
i=1
R(−di)  −! IX=I 2X ! 0
where  is given by  (ei)=Fi+ I 2X for i=1; : : : ; n+1 and ’ is described in the proof.
In particular; for all i 2 Z we have
HIX=I 2X(i)=
n+1X
i=1
HX(i − di) + HX
 
n+1X
i=1
di − n− i − 1
!
− s:
Proof. Considering the above presentation of !R, we need to dene a homogeneous
R-linear map ’ : ((J : IX)=J )(−dn+1)!
Ln+1
i=1 R(−di). For a homogeneous polynomial
G2A such that G  IX J we write GFn+1 =
Pn
i=1GiFi with homogeneous polynomials
G1; : : : ; Gn2A of degree deg(Gi)= deg(G) + dn+1 − di for i=1; : : : ; n. Then we let
’(G+J )= (G1 + IX; : : : ; Gn+ IX;−G+ IX). Let us show that this yields a well-dened
map ’.
For a homogeneous polynomial H 2A such that H  IX J and G + J =H + J
we get an analogous representation HFn+1 =H1F1 +    + HnFn. Then we have G −
H =
Pn
i=1 ciFi with homogeneous polynomials ci2A, and
Pn
i=1(Gi −Hi)Fi=(G −H)
Fn+1 =
Pn
i=1 ciFiFn+1. Since F1; : : : ; Fn is a regular sequence, the relation
Pn
i=1(Gi −
Hi − ciFn+1)Fi=0 implies Gi − Hi − ciFn+12J , i.e. we have Gi + IX=Hi + IX for
i=1; : : : ; n.
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It is easy to check that the map ’ is R-linear and homogeneous. Next we prove
that ’ is injective. Let G2J : IX be represented as above and suppose that ’(G +
J )= (G1 + IX; : : : ; Gn+ IX;−G+ IX)= 0. Then we have G=H1F1 +   +Hn+1Fn+1 for
some homogeneous polynomials H1; : : : ; Hn+1. We want to show Hn+1Fn+12J . Since
Hn+1F2n+1 =GFn+1−H1F1Fn+1−    −HnFnFn+1 =
Pn
i=1(Gi −HiFn+1)Fi2J , we need to
show J : (F2n+1)= J : (Fn+1). From the fact that Z(J ) is reduced at the points of X we
get (J : IX)\ IX= J . Thus Hn+1Fn+12(J : IX)\ IX implies the claim.
Since  ’(G+ J )= Pni= 1GiFi−GFn+1 + I 2X=0, it remains to show ker   im’.
Suppose there are homogeneous polynomials H1; : : : ; Hn+12A such that  (H1 + IX; : : : ;
Hn+1 + IX)=
Pn+1
i= 1 HiFi + I
2
X=0. The equation I
2
X= IXJ + (F
2
n+1) implies that we
can nd polynomials Gij; G2A such that
Pn+1
i=1 HiFi=
Pn
j=1
Pn+1
i= 1GijFiFj + GF
2
n+1.
Then we conclude from
Pn
j=1(−Hj +
Pn+1
i=1 GijFi)Fj + (GFn+1 − Hn+1)Fn+1 =0 that
’(GFn+1−Hn+1+J )= (H1−
Pn+1
i=1 Gi1Fi+ IX; : : : ; Hn−
Pn+1
i=1 GinFi+ IX)= (H1+ IX; : : : ;
Hn + IX).
Recall that in Section 2 we introduced the notation #(i)(R=K) for the ith Fitting ideal
of 
1R=K . In the sequel, we shall denote the ith Fitting ideal of 

1
R=K[x0] by #
(i)(R=K[x0]).
Since we know the Hilbert function of IX=I 2X from Proposition 5.2, all that is needed
to determine the Hilbert function of 
1R=K using Proposition 3.9(a) is a description of
the torsion submodule I (2)X =I
2
X of IX=I
2
X. Our next proposition provides several such
descriptions.
Proposition 5.3. Let XPn be a reduced 0-dimensional almost complete intersection
as above. Then there is an exact sequence of graded R-modules of the form
0 ! !R
 
n+ 1−
n+1X
i=1
di
!
−! D −! I (2)X =I 2X ! 0
where the nitely generated graded R-module D can be described in one of the fol-
lowing ways:
(a) The module D is the kernel of the R-linear map j :
Ln+1
i=1 R(−di)!
Ln
i=1
R(−1) given by ei 7! (@Fi=@x1; : : : ; @Fi=@xn) for i=1; : : : ; n+ 1.
(b) The module D is the kernel of the R-linear map j0 :
Ln+1
i=1 R(−di) !
Ln
i=0
R(−1) given by ei 7! (@Fi=@x0; : : : ; @Fi=@xn) for i=1; : : : ; n+ 1.
(c) The module D is #(0)(R=K[x0])−1(−
Pn+1
i= 1 di); where #
(0)(R=K[x0])−1 denotes
the R-submodule of Rx0 generated by all elements
r
xi0
such that r #(0)(R=K[x0]) xi0R.
(d) If char (K)>maxfd1; : : : ; dn+1g; then the module D is also the second syzygy
module of 
1R=K .
In particular, for all i 2 Z we have
H
(i)= (n+ 1)HX(i − 1)−
n+1X
i=1
HX(i − di) + HD(i);
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HI (2)X =I2X
(i)=HD(i) + HX
 
n+1X
i=1
di − n− i − 1
!
− s:
Proof. Using Proposition 3.9(a) and Proposition 5.2, we can construct the following
commutative diagram with exact rows and columns:
0 0??y ??y
0 −! !R

n+1−
n+1P
i=1
di

id−! !R

n+1−
n+1P
i=1
di

−! 0 −! 0??y ??y’ ??y ??y
0 −! D −! n+1
i=1
R(−di) j0−!
n
i=0
R(−1) −! 
1R=K −! 0??y ??y ??y= ∥∥∥
0 −! I (2)X =I 2X −! IX=I 2X −! R⊗A 
1A=K −! 
1R=K −! 0??y ??y ??y ??y
0 0 0 0
:
From this diagram we get (b) and the additional claim. Since an element (a1; : : : ; an+1)2Ln+1
i=1 R(−di) is in ker(j0) if and only if a1(@F1=@xi) +    + an+1(@Fn+1=@xi)= 0 for
i=0; : : : ; n, it is clear that ker(j0) ker(j). Conversely, if we assume that (a1; : : : ; an+1)
2 ker(j), i.e. that those equations hold for i=1; : : : ; n, then Euler’s relation, applied
to the homogeneous polynomial
Pn+1
j=1 ajFj, shows that also a1(@F1=@x0) +    + an+1
(@Fn+1=@x0)= 0.
The proof of (c) proceeds in analogy with the proof of [11], Lemma 1. If we de-
note the maximal minors of the matrix (@Fi=@xj)i2f1; :::; n+1g; j2f1; :::; ng by 1; : : : ; n+1,
then Cramer’s rule yields D= fr2Rx0 j r1; : : : ; rn+12Rg  (1; : : : ; n+1)Rn+1x0 . Thus
the map D ! Rx0 (−
Pn+1
i= 1 di) given by r  (1; : : : ; n+1) 7! r identies D with #(0)
(R=K[x0])−1(−
Pn+1
i=1 di). Claim (d) follows from Proposition 1.8 and the exact se-
quence in the middle row of the above diagram.
Since the task of nding the Hilbert function of 
1R=K has been reduced to nding
the Hilbert function of #(0)(R=K[x0])−1, we would like to point out the following result
of Waldi (cf. [19]). Recall that a reduced 0-dimensional almost complete intersection
XPn is called a special almost complete intersection, if there exist homogeneous
polynomials G1; : : : ; Gn2A and a homogeneous nn-matrix A=(aij) over A such that
f(G1; : : : ; Gn)  Ag[ fdet(A)g is a homogeneous set of polynomials which generates
the ideal IX.
Proposition 5.4. Let XPn be a reduced 0-dimensional almost complete intersection.
(a) If X is a special almost complete intersection, then we have #(0)(R=K[x0])=#D
(R=K[x0])=C−1R=K[x0]; where #D(R=K[x0]) is the Dedekind dierent and CR=K[x0] is the
Dedekind complementary module of R=K[x0] (cf. [13, App. G]).
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(b) For all i 2 Z; we have
HD(i) =H#(0)(R=K[x0])−1
0@i − n+1X
j=1
dj
1A  H((CR=K[x0])−1)−1
0@i − n+1X
j=1
dj
1A
HCR=K[x0]
0@i − n+1X
j=1
dj
1A = s− HX
0@n+1X
j=1
dj − i − 1
1A :
Moreover, if X is a special almost complete intersection, the rst inequality is an
equality.
Proof. Claim (a) follows from [19, Satz 4], and (b) from [13, 10.18].
Finally, we give an example of a reduced 0-dimensional almost complete intersection
XPn which is not special, and we compute H
, HD, and HIX=I2X in this case (see
also [19, Beispiel 1]).
Example 5.5. Let XP4 consist of 10 generic points. Then we have HX : 1 5 10
10   , the ideal IX is minimally generated by 5 quadratic forms, and the Cohen{
Macaulay type of R is 5. Thus X is an almost complete intersection, but ht(IX)= 4<5
= type(R) implies that X is not special (cf. [19, Bem. 1]). It is not dicult to calculate
the following Hilbert functions in degrees i  1:
H
 : 5 20 25 10 10   
HD : 0 0 0 10 10   
HIX=I2X : 0 5 25 45 41 40 40   
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